
London, November 2020: London based startup blixr launches in the UK – with the aim of transforming
the social app through voice and bringing a new level of excitement, intimacy and authenticity to the
market. The app is designed to help everyone connect for real through an end-to-end experience and
ethical algorithms, which are anti-superficial, non-addictive and non-invasive. 

Users can connect online for friendship or romance, choose from a handpicked list of personally tailored
activities and meet. Profiles clearly state what the user is looking for in terms of friendship, dating and
experiences. Simply select TeamUp to find like-minded friends or DateUp to begin searching for
romance. 

Nomin Bayaraa, blixr co-founder, commented on the launch: “Our happiness is determined by the quality
of our relationships, which are sadly becoming more superficial – fuelled by the desire to curate ‘the
perfect life’ on social feeds. I firmly believe that Gen Z is the most connected - yet many of us feel
emotionally disconnected. The very nature of social apps means we focus on accumulating likes and
followers, without enjoying the meaningful interactions that bring us together. We address this by
offering a voice-based social app that helps users connect for real. End-to-end experience and ethical
algorithms result in deeper connections, better online experience and an overall improvement in user
wellbeing”.

Through the use of AI, uniquely personalised online and offline activity options are suggested for each
user and also for each of their matches. As such blixr takes the pressure off deciding what to do when
meeting someone new. blixr not only redefines how people meet, but also what people do before and
after they meet online.

Security and privacy are paramount to the app - blixr addresses these concerns through a variety of
automatic and manual checks. All matches made by the app expire after ten days unless a date is set up
- combating catfishers who thrive on time to lock interest and do everything to avoid a meeting. The app
will speed up the connection process and avoid users being trapped in a ‘digital pen-pal’ scenario –
which reduces the anxiety and stress factors.

Backed by advisors with deep experience in finance, innovation, and technology who provide strategic
direction, blixr has landed a spot on the prestigious startup programme, at Web Summit 2020, the
biggest tech conference in the world.

Nomin concludes: “Whilst Covid has led to record growth in social and dating app usage, major issues
such as superficiality, low wellbeing and lack of real interactions remain unaddressed. Our focus on
solving key user problems through first of a kind & ethical solutions means we are uniquely positioned to
disrupt & define the next phase of social apps.”

The app is free to download on both on both iOS and Android. 

Introducing: blixr

Transforming the social app through voice and ethical algos

Connect based on voice, only on blixr. Give your eyes a break and your ears a treat.
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For further information, please contact: +44 7340514025 | nomin@blixrapp.com | www.blixrapp.com

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/blixr-connect-for-real/id1470609522
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.blixr.app&hl=en_GB&gl=US

